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consumers. In order to ameliorate potential rate increases, and reach the goal of reasonable rates,

&e Act addresses several aŝ ^̂

impact the cost and price of service. The Act requires DSPs to implement comprehensive energy

efBoimcy programs* develop advanced metering and rate programs, andafBrmatively seek out

de&Wt supplies &rGDStomer$ at the least cost over time. It is from a <x)mprehemsiveviewofthe

Act that the OCA submits the Commission mast implement its changes to the existing defaWt

service regulations.

In these Reply Comments^ the OCA will address the positions and proposals of

some of the Companies and Organizations who submitted Comments in this matter. The OCA

requests that these Reply Comments be read in conjunction with its Comments filed on June 1,

2Q10 &at address these and othm" issnes in gmater detail



I I . REPLIES TO SPECIFIC ISSUES RAISED BY COMMENTERS

/ I . Default Sendee Procurement MethodoloRy,

A number of Commenters discussed the issue of the means by which default

service supply is procured (ie» full requirements contracts versus a managed portfolio)* This

issue is at the heart of Act 129 itself As the OCA discussed in is Comments, Act 129 requires

DSPs to provide customers with the least cost service over time, through a mix of default

supplies that best accomplishes that {goal. Act 129 severs the Restructuring Act's prior

requirement that default service rates roust reflect '"prevailing market prices/' and instead

empowers DSPs to actively engage the competitive wholesale market, and bring demand side

and energy efficiency resources to bear, as a means of ensuring that non-shopping customers

receive reliable and adequate service at stable rates designed to be least cost over time (the issue

of prevailing market prices will be discussed in more detail in Section D, below).

With respect to full requirements contracts, certain Commenters generally stated

two arguments: 1) the full requirements approach is a form of a portfolio approach and 2) full

requiremmts contracts produce better price results than utility-managed portfolios. Companies

such as Allegheny Power, PPL Electric, the First Energy Companies and PECO argue that full

requirements contracts are a form of managed portfolio because they provide customers with

long-term value and utilize the wholesale supplier's portfolio of resources. See Comments of

Allegheny Power at 4-3; Comments of PJM Power Providers Group at 5-6; Comments of PPL

Electric Utilities at 840; Comments of the First Energy Companies at 7; Comments of PECO at

12; Comments of Constellation at 22-28*. Additionally, many of these Commenters allege that

there is no evidence to support the notion that a managed portfolio approach will, in fact, result

* The OCA would note Constellation's Comments, although specifically addressing the proposed
Rulemakiag, were filed in die M-2009-21405&0 Policy Statement docket. Any references or citations m this
document to ComteUation's Comments are to those that were filed in Docket M-2009-2140580.



L3ddkW^8#Tk#Go^s#mtm^tb2ka^c#^^&cM^maw%€mwi&m& M. %e OCA disagrees

with these positions for the reasons discussed below.

As was discussed m its Comments, AeOCA mbmits that DSPs should purchase

d e 6 # supplies through a portfolio approa# to best meet Act 129's retirements. Under a

portfolio approach, each DSP will procure power directly from the wholesale market through a

vanity of products tailored to the specific load. In order to balance the precise load at a given

time, the DSP would be able to access the energy balancing services of PJM (or fbr Pike,

NYISO) Regional Transmission Organization through spot market purchases and sades, A

portfolio approach provides the default sendee provider with the latitude needed to procure the

various products available to meet its least cost obligation. Indeed, these thoughts were echoed

in the Commmts of Cidzms' Electric Company and Wellsboro Electric Company who, although

smaller utilities, utilize a full managed port&lio approach. Comments of Citizens and Wellsboro

In addition^ a portfolio approach will allow the DSP to lower the cost of the

supply portfolio when customers participate in Act 129*s energy efficiency, demand response

and time of use (TOU) rate programs. To the extent that residential customers reduce usage or

can be called at times of peak demand to reduce or shift load, the portfolio manager will be able

to incorporate those savings into reduced spot purchases at high cost periods and into reduced

block purchases, i f needed, To the extent that residential customers are able to utilize smart

meter technology to reduce peak demand, the portfolio manager will be able to procure less

power at high cost peak periods. The end result is a reduction in the supply costs to the portfolio

and a reduction in the rate levels needed to ensure that the DSP recovers all of its reasonable



Although maay of &e Commmters criticized the managed poit&lio approach,

they failed to addre&s the drawbacks of the full requirements approach. Im contras* to a portfolio

approach, fail reqwreme&ts contracts shift die obligation to meet default service load to third

party suppliers. These suppliers am obligated to meet a GxW percentage of the default load at

both on-p#k and o#peak hours* In addition^ these supplier are required to provide service to a

set percentage of default load mgardl^s of the level of retail shopping that takes place m the

service territory. The risM associated with the variation of load are assigned a risk premium cost

by bidders and are priced into the winning bids and paid for by default service customers.

Finally, winning suppliers must incorporate a profit margin to make their participation

meaningAil, These pioSt margins are im addition to the profit margins the generation suppliers

build into their supply of the product to the full requirements middlemeD, While the bidding

process will identify the bidder that prices the risk premium and profit at the lowest level, it will

not eliminate the need for full requirements suppliers to incorporate these additional costs into

their bids*^

Under the Portfolio Approach, the DSP can directly access the generation

products available in the wholesale market without the need to pay an extra level of proGt and

risk premiums to full requirements suppliers. As noted above, the OCA is unaware of any

quantitative analysis showing full requirements products to be least cost products. Indeed, it

^ Commenters supporting the Ml requirements approach argue that it is a form of port&lio approach. The
full requirements provider does Dot, however, reveal its procurement approach or iis "portfolio" making k
impossible to reach this conclusion.



should come as no surprise &at *he inWduction of ^ third party middleman to take on the (MWt

Further, Constelladon argues that a managed portA)lio approach requires the DSP

to time the market. Comments of Constellation at 24-30. This criticism is incorrect. Under a

managed portfolio approach^ a D8P is able to diversify its risks by purchasing a variety of

products over a period of time. The DSP can gmoWly follow am approved schedule but also has

the flexibility to decide to modify its purchases when market conditions clearly call for such

changes. This is not trying to beat the market, as claimed by the Commehters that are critical of

the managed portfolio approach. Rather, it is the exercise of sound, prudent business judgment

based upon knowledge of the market conditions,^

With respect to the second assertion made by certain Commenters, that there is a

lack of evidence supporting the use of a managed portfolio approach, the OCA submits that

evidence from recent procurements demonstrates that the procurement of default supplies

through a ppitfblio approach has been beneficial to consumers.

Citizens and Wellsboro utilize the portfolio approach to procure all of the power

needed to provide default service. Utilizing the portfolio approach, the Companies have realized

the following default service prices:

3 la its Comments, P3 references the "Moats Carlo" study published by the NorthBridge Group for a
proceeding Wore the Rhode Island Public Utilities Commission. Comments of P3 at 6. While (he Northbridge
study poi&ts out what it claims are the disadvantages of block and spot default service supply, their study also
concedes thai block and spot are actually less expensive than full requirements, (See page 20 of the Northbridge
report).

* The OCA would also note that Constellation references the unique situation that arose in the Wellsboro
service territory in 2008 as a reason not to use a managed portfolio approach. Comments of Constellation at 22-23,
In the case of Wellsboro, the utility had contracted for power supplies delivered at the PJM Western Hub. Due to a
trammission problems Wellsboro experienced a temporary spike in congestion for the path between the Western
Hub and its service area. Under both a managed portfolio and a full requirements approach, this problem can be
avoided by contracting for energy to be delivered directly to the DSP's zone. As shown below, even with the
extraordinary price spike, customers of WeOsboro and Citizens have fared quite well under the Companies*
managed portfolio approach. It is telling- the Wellsboro and Citizens, which have no unregulated generation
affiliates, continue to support a portfolio approach. See Comments of Citizens and Wellsboro at 6
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During this sometime frame, both PPL and Perm Power were procuring supply through a full

reguiremmtsappmachfbr default service customers. For PPL, its default s#vi<^ price in 2010

is 10,448 cmts/kwh for residential customers. Penn Power's residential customers saw default

service prices that were higher in each charter of 2008-2010 than the Citizens and Wellsboro

pric^ and ranged &om 9.44 cents/kwh to 12*8 cents/kwh*

As noted above, Wellsboro was subjected to a significant spike in the level of

Congestion charges in the PJM market in late 2007 throu# early 2008, The Congestion charges

were hundreds of times greater than what Wellsboro would typically have experienced at the

Wellsboro Aggregate Bus. The Conmiission approved recovery of those congestion charges

over a twelve month period, and opened an investigation into the price spike that was resolved

through the approval of a Settlement (P-2008-2020257). The OCA notes mat the April 2008

through January 2009 Wellsboro rates reflect this pricing anomaly, Wellsboro's all-in

generation prices between April 2009 and April 2010 ranged from 7.3 cents/kwh to 8.65

cents/kwh.

There have also been several procurements made by DSPs &r future default

service where block products were purchased along with full requirements products. The OCA

recognizes that block purchases do not include all of the product attributes and costs that are

included in full requirement purchases and must be incorporated in a comprehensive port&lio

(mcludmg capacity, ancillary sendees and load shaping costs) in order to determine the total cost



to customers. In addition, prices will vaiybasW on AeMming of purchase, location, RT0> and

ratem&kiag difBsrences. Even when taking into account these vaiiadom, however, the OCA

submits that die use of a broader portfolio of products has had a positive impact oil the

procurements done to dateMPmnsylvania.

The diBermce in the full requirements and managed port&lio approaches can be

sem in recent procurements by othmr Pennsylvmia EDCs* For example, on April 22,2010, PPL

Electric Utilities released the results of procurements made earlier that month, For residential

customers, PPL procured both full requirements contracts and 25 MW round-the-clock blocks of

power for deliv^y from January 2011 through February 2012. The price of the block purchases

&r that delivery period averaged $46.59 per M%%. The winning bid price &r the full

requirements tranches during that same period was $74.82 per MWh.

PECO also procured both block energy products and full requirement products in

order to serve its post-rate cap default service load. PBCO's publicly released information shows

that the average winning bid price for its residential full requirements tranches in its Spring 2009

solid W o n was $88.61 per MWh and the average winning bid in its Fall 2009 solicitation for its

residential full requirements tranches was $79.96 per MWh, PECO also released the aggregate

results of its residential block energy purchases from the Spring 2009 and Fall 2009 solicitations,

and the average winning bid price was $61,74 per MWh. PBCO's publicly available rate

information can be found on its website, hMp://pecoprocurmneot.wm/index,c6n

?s=backsround&pF=DreviousRe$ults,

In addition, Met-Ed and Penelec procured both full requirements contracts and

block products for residential customers in early 2010. For full requirements tranches to meet

January through May 2011 residential load, the average price result was $77.76 per MWh for



MeWEd, and $64.34 pgrMWh fbrPenelec. For &e 50 MW,roimd-the-clock block of power

pictured to serve residmW MM and ending in

May 2015, the Met-Ed md Pmelec bWk prices were $59.77 per MWh and S543§ per MWh,

respectively, rmpnTtantly, these block purchases are for round-the-clock service for a fbur-vear

period?

While compansom of block and Ball requirements pmdu^caimot be made oil an

"apples to apples" basis, (he OCA submits that Pennsylvania DSPs have been able to purchase &

vaiiety of block power products at reasonable prices. At the very least, this evidence suggests

that block and spot purchases should be a part of the prudent mix of products required in order to

ensure that default service is "least cost to customers over time,"*'

The OCA further submits that a portfolio approach is most consistent with both

the supply and the demand aspects of Act 129. Act 129 requires that each DSP shall include a

prudent mix of resources. 66 Pa.C.S, § 2807(e)(3,2). A portfolio approach allows the discretion

to include a variety of resources and products and af&rds the Sexibility to incorporate new

products into the supply mix when available. Itrqu^h the ineoiporatiom of a portfolio approach,

each EDC will be able to bring the M I beneGts of Act 129's energy eBici&ncy, demand

response, smart meter, and time of use rate requirements to retail customers. To the extent

residential customers reduce usage and peak load, for example, the DSP will be able to

* In addition to the specific Pennsylvania procuremenm a#ies#d above, in its Comments the OCA also
addressed other states* results under the MI requirements approach. See Comments of the OCA at 15-17, In New
Jemey, for example, where generation is procured uncWr a smes of three year full requirements contracts, the
resulting prices for New Jersey utilities ranged from 10.35 cenWkwh to 11J27 cents/kwh in 2009 and &om 9,51
cmts/kwh to 10 33 cents/kwh in 2010, even as overall PJM ene^y ^ice& fell dramatically. See hltp://wwwb8s-
aueiion.com b^$.aumon.prev.asD.

^ The OCA also submits that a portfolio approach is mom appropriate to meet the Commission's obligation
to ensure adequacy of supply. As noted m the OCA's response to Questions 3 and 4 in its Comments, the OCA
supports the use of long term coatracts lo facilitate new generation consmiGtkmu Under a portfolio approach, &e
Commission could integrate these types of long term contracts mto a DSP's procurement plan. It is unclear that
such contracts could be Included under a foil requirements approach.



mcorporate those savings into iWuced spot purchases during hi0i cost periods, and into reduced

block purchases i f needed. 1^db5e&&%Ai58db&ddaw#onK#sa#3abWWua&&B^#&aAiBekf

wMology torWucedem^^

periods. The end result is a reduction ia the supply costs to die portfolio, and a reduction in the

rate levels needed to ensure that the DSP recovers all of its reasonable costs.

For these reasons, aad those detailed Amu^iout its Comments, the OCA submits

that a port&Ko approach is more likely to result in Ae least cost to customer over time than is the

M l requirements approach,

B. Lon^Term Contracts,

Some Commenters stated that consumers will be harmed by the inclusion of long

term contracts in the mix of products procured for Default Service. See Comments of the

National Energy Marketers Association at 3-4; Comments of the Pennsylvania Energy Marketers

Coalition (PEMC) at 3. This argument stems from the notion that the pricing of long term

contracts is inconsistent with current market conditions. These Commenters allege that the "least

cost" aspect of Act 129 should be considered in relation to current markets. Comments of the

National Energy Marketers Association at 4; Comments of PEMC at 3.

This argument is directly contrary to the plain language of Act 129 which states

that electric power procured to serve default service customers "shall include a prudent mix of

the Wowing: (1) spot market purchases, (2) short-term contracts, (3) lon& term purchase

contracts,,./' 66 Pa.CS. § 2807(e)(3.2) (emphasis added), While what constitutes a prudent

mix will vary from Company to Company and from class to class, any suggestion that long term

10



contracts should notbecoWderWaspartoftMsmixm clearly contrary to the language of Act

129/

For these masom, AeOCAzaAm^ that long

term contracts not be used in Ae pro\dsion of deAult service must be rejected.

C, Prudent Mix*

Many Commenters discussed what m&sdtules a prudent mix of contracts in their

Comments. For example, both the Industrial Customer Groups w d Citizens and Wellsbom state

that A)r a th^e to be a prudent mix, at least two of the three types of purchases (i.e., spot market

purchases, short term contracts and long term contracts) must be used* Comments of the

IndusWal Customer Groups at 4; Comments of Citizens and WeUsboro at 7, Some utilities, such

as Allegheny Power, commented that only spot market purchases are appropriate &r the

Industrial Class, Comments of Allegheny Power at 6,

The OCA submits that that statutory language indicates a preference for a mix of

all categories of supply (long term, short teim and spot). The OCA &rther submits that the Act

requires that the supply mix be prudent. In reconciling these provisions, the OCA submits that

the ultimate purpose of the Act is to achieve "least cost to customers over time/' In this regard,

the appropriate mix may vary by customer class* particularly given differing expected retail

shopping levels. For residential customers, the OCA generally supports the inclusion of all

categories of produces unless such procurements will clearly result in higher costs,

Accordingly, the OCA submits that what constitutes a prudent mix of contracts

would vary from DSP to DSP, and vary depending on market conditions* A prudent mix of

contracts may also vary from one class of customers to another. What constitutes a prudent mix

7 The OCA would note that the issue of what constitutes a prudent mix is addressed in more detail in Section
C, below.

11



of supply for residential customers could be substantially different than what would be a prudent

mix of supply for industrial customers where most customers are expected to shop,

D. What Constitutes The "Least Cost to Customers Over Time".

la its Commmts, the National Energy M

die concept of "least cost to customers over time" should be "consistent with the competitive

electric market principles adopted for the Commonwealth in the Electric Gmeratioa Customer

Choice and Competition Act/' Comments of NEM at 1-2. MEM specifically discusses

competitive market forces in relation to least cost procurement and states that ^consumers can be

signiGcantly harmed by utility long-term pricing that bears little resemblance to market

conditions." I& at 2-3. The OCA reads these Comments (along with NEM's citation of

1 Pa, C.S,A § 1932(b), relawg to construing multiple statutes as one) to suggest that the

previous prevailing market prices standard should, in some way, be read in conjunction with the

least cost to customers over time standard. Such a statutory construction cannot be supported.

Act 129 specifically repealed the requirement that DSPs procure power to serve

default customers at "prevailing market prices" and replaced that requirement with the obligation

of DSPs to procure power at "least cost to customers over time/' The OCA submits that

understanding what the repealed language required helps to provide an understanding of the

current legal requirement, and why the two standards are not equivalent. While the prevailing

market prices standard provided the DSP with some latitude in what was to be procured, it did

not explicitly require the DSP to develop a plan with the paramount goal of keeping costs do^m

over time for its customers. There were a number of different market products and prices

available for DSPs to meet their default service obligation. The prior language allowed each

DSP to procure default supplies in the market, regardless of the type, and allowed for the

12



recovery of those costs as long as they matched the "prevailing market price" of the relevant

productatthattime.

The language "least cost over time" changes the role of the DSP from that of a

passive acquirer of default supplies at prevailing market prices and places on the DSP an

affirmative obligation to assess which products will produce the lowest costs to elastomers. The

key element of this la&gwge cbaageis the shiAoftheDSP from simply matching its purchases

to market prices at a particular point in time to seeking a prudent mix of resources at the least

cost to customers over time. The OCA submits that the new standard requires that a DSP

develop a procurement plan that will capture the benefits of the competitive wholesale markets

and bring power to its default customers at rates that reflect the lowest costs to customers over

the term of the plan and beyond. Such prices may be higher or lower than the prevailing market

prices at any given point in time. Btittheovemrchinggoalis to provide service to customers at

the least cost over the course of time. When developing its procurement plan—in order to

develop continuity in rates over die years—each DSP should avoid sole reliance on short term

purchases. /Is explicitly noted in the Preamble to Act 129% while the DSP must focus on least

cost) it should also consider the benefits of rate stability.

Accordingly, to the extent that the Commenters suggest that the prevailing market

prices standard is essentially the same as (he Act 129 mandate of least cost to customers over

time, the Comments must be rejected,

E. What Time Frame Should Be Used To Measure "Least Cost Over Time".

A number of Comm^nters addressed the time period over which the "least cost

over time** mandates of Act 129 should be measured. 66 Pa.CS. § 2807(e)(3.4). For example.

Citizens/ Wellsboro proposed a jGve-year time period and First Energy, Duquesne md PECO

13



proposed the duration of each approved Plan (i.e. 2 years). Comments of Citizens and Wellsboro

at 5; Comments of First Energy at 4; Comments of PECO at 6-8; Comments of Duquesne at 6.

The OCA submits that the "least cost over time" standard should not be

constrained to the period of each approved plan. Such a restriction might preclude the

mnsiWation of long-term contracts &attypiWly

plan. The OCA mbmits that the keying

procurement plan by which it will actively engage the wholesale market to procure the best mix

of product to benefit its particular default service customers, both during the term of the plan

and beyond. For example, for a larger DSP with an anticipated large default service load, a mix

of products that includes a substantial purchase of longer term resources may be appropriate, A

large DSP may have access to a wider pool of suppliers aad to suppliers that have an interest in

locking up substantial power mmmitments over a longer time horizon. In all cases, the key

element for review must be whether the DSP has taken an active role in evaluating all available

market alternatives and will pursue a reasonable approach designed to bring its default customer

the benefits of its procurement plan over time,

p. Adjustment of Prices,

In its Comments, the Pennsylvania Energy Markets Coalition (PEMC) states that

utility default service pricing fbr residential and small commercial customers should be adjusted

monthly. Comments of PEMC at 3. This recommendation is directly contrary to the statutory

language of Act 129 which provides that the DSP shall offer residential customers a generation

rate that "shall change no mom frequently than on a quarterly basis." 66 Pa.C.S. §2807(e)(7)

(emphasis added). This provision specifically modifW existing regulations that required to

DSPs to change default service rates fbr all customer classes with a maximum peak load of under

14



25 kW(suchasrmidmddc%^^ basis. PEMC's proposed

monthly adjustments are clearly prohibited by Act 129.

Therefore, the OCA submits that the portion of PEMC's comments addressing the

a^ustmentofprices must be rejected.

15



III. CONCLUSION

The OCA appreciates this opportunity to submit Reply Comments on these

proposed regulations. The OCA looks forward to working with the Commission to develop

default service: provisions that benefit Pennsylvania consumers and that are consistent with the

principles of the Public Utility Code, as amended by Act 129 of 2008.
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